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Abstract
It is argued that the Weinberg-Salam model is the way it is because the most general self-
consistent effective field theory of massive vector bosons interacting with fermions and photons at
leading order coincides with the Weinberg-Salam model in unitary gauge where the scalar field is
replaced by its vacuum expectation value. To support this argument the most general Lorentz-
invariant effective Lagrangian of massive vector bosons coupled to massless fermions is considered.
Restrictions imposed on the interaction terms following from the consistency with the constraints
of the second class and the perturbative renormalizability in the sense of effective field theories is
analyzed. It is shown that the leading order effective Lagrangian containing interaction terms with
dimensionless coupling constants coincides with the leading order effective Lagrangian of the locally
invariant Yang-Mills theory up to globally invariant mass term of the vector bosons. Including the
fermion masses and mixings and the interaction with the electromagnetic field leads to an effective
field theory which at leading order looks like as if it was an SU(2) × U(1) gauge invariant theory
with spontaneous symmetry breaking in unitary gauge with the scalar field replaced by its vacuum
expectation value.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to its impressive success in describing the experimental data, the standard model
(SM) is widely accepted as an established consistent theory of strong, electromagnetic and
weak interactions. The modern point of view is to think of the SM as an effective field theory
(EFT), “low-energy approximation to a deeper theory that may not even be a field theory,
but something different like a string theory” [1]. The effective Lagrangian consists of an
infinite number of terms. However the coupling constants of non-renormalizable interactions
are suppressed by powers of a large scale, so that their contributions in physical quantities
are negligible for energies much lower than the large scale. Renormalizability in the sense
of fundamental theory is replaced by the renormalizability in the sense of EFT, i.e. that
all divergences can be absorbed by renormalizing an infinite number of parameters of the
effective Lagrangian.
In modern approach to quantum field theories one usually takes gauge invariance as
the starting point. However, in trying to understand ”why this theory takes the form it
does, and why in this form it does such a good job of describing the real world” [1] it is
difficult to justify the principle of local gauge invariance. In particular, the electromagnetic
and gravitational forces are long-range, therefore they must be described by gauge theories
[1]. On the other hand, as the weak interaction is mediated by massive particles, it is not
clear why should it be described by a gauge theory. ”It isn’t any good just to present the
formalism and say that it agrees with experiment – you have to explain ... why this is the
way the world is. After all, this is our aim in physics, not just to describe nature, but to
explain nature” [2]. Despite the great success of the Weinberg-Salam (WS) model [3, 4], it
is unclear why is this model the way it is. If one includes scalars and introduces masses via
Higgs mechanism in the SU(2)L × U(1) gauge theory, it works very well, but why had it to
be this way? Why has the weak interaction the V − A form? Why gauge symmetry and
the scalar fields at all? Renormalizability in the traditional sense is no longer a fundamental
requirement and the problem of perturbative unitarity in models with ’hand-written’ masses
of vector bosons does not seem to be a very convincing argument either. The same problem
of perturbative unitarity arises in any EFT when one goes to sufficiently high energies.
On the other hand the failure of the perturbation theory does not necessarily mean that
the theory is inconsistent. It is puzzling, why should one generalize the gauge symmetry
principle, which turned out to be the consequence of massless intermediate particles, to
weak interaction which is mediated by massive particles. It would be natural to describe
the massive spin one particles of the weak interaction by an EFT without imposing gauge
invariance. More precisely, following the modern approach to QFT, i.e. the logic of EFT,
what kind of theory would we construct if there did not already exist a theory of electro-
weak interactions? Does there exist any self-consistent EFT of massive vector bosons which
is not based on the spontaneously broken (local) gauge symmetry and, if it does, how is it
related to the WS model?
The purpose of this work is to give arguments supporting the point of view that the WS
model is the way it is because any self-consistent (parity non-conserving) leading order EFT
Lagrangian of massive vector bosons interacting with fermions and electromagnetic field
looks like as if it was an SU(2)L×U(1) gauge invariant theory with spontaneous symmetry
breaking in unitary gauge with the scalar field replaced by its vacuum expectation value.
In trying to probe these issues, we start with analyzing the most general Lorentz invari-
ant effective Lagrangian of massive self-interacting vector bosons. The performed analysis is
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similar to that of Ref. [5] but we do not assume the parity conservation in current work. The
most general Lorentz-invariant effective Lagrangian contains an infinite number of interac-
tion terms. It is assumed that all coupling constants of ”non-renormalizable” interactions,
i.e. terms with couplings of negative mass-dimensions, are suppressed by powers of some
large scale. Massive vector bosons are spin one particles and therefore they are described
by Lagrangians with constraints. To have a system with the right number of degrees of
freedom the coupling constants of the Lagrangian have to satisfy some non-trivial relations.
Furthermore, demanding the perturbative renormalizability in the sense of EFT additional
consistency conditions are imposed. In our analysis we demand the perturbative renormal-
izability in the sense of EFT because if we did not include all possible couplings which
absorb the ultraviolet divergences, such interaction terms would be effectively generated by
quantum corrections anyway. On the other hand, although all loop diagrams can be made
finite in any quantum field theory if we include an infinite number of counter terms in the
Lagrangian, it is by no means guaranteed that these counter terms are consistent with con-
straints of the theory of spin one particles. Gauge invariant theory with the spontaneous
symmetry breaking has been derived by demanding tree-order unitarity of the S matrix long
time ago [6–9]. The results of the current work are obtained by demanding perturbative
renormalizability in the sense of EFT. Note that these two conditions are not equivalent.
While the tree-order unitarity implies renormalizability, perturbative renormalizability in
the sense of EFT is much weaker condition and it does not imply the tree-order unitarity.
First we consider an EFT of two charged massive vector bosons and show that all self-
interaction terms with dimensionless coupling constants vanish. It follows from this result
that a self-consistent theory of charged massive vector bosons interacting with electromag-
netic field does not exist. Next we add the third, neutral vector boson and analyze such
an EFT. As a result we obtain an effective Lagrangian which is SU(2) locally invariant up
to the globally invariant mass term. Introducing a massless fermion doublet in the above
EFT and demanding the perturbative renormalizability in the sense of EFT we obtain the
leading order effective Lagrangian which is either SU(2) (i.e. vector bosons interacting with
vector currents) or SU(2)L (i.e. vector bosons interacting with vector minus axial vector
currents) locally invariant up to the globally invariant mass term of vector bosons. Par-
ity non-conservation suggests that for the weak interaction the SU(2)L locally invariant
Lagrangian should be chosen. As a self-consistent UV completion of the obtained leading
order effective Lagrangian an SU(2)L locally invariant EFT, generalized for more fermion
doublets, is suggested. The fermion masses and mixing are introduced by considering them
as external fields. By including in the effective Lagrangian all terms which are invariant un-
der local transformations, when the external fields are also transformed, and after choosing
the external fields to be equal to the constant fermion mass matrix we obtain an perturba-
tively renormalizable EFT. Renormalizability is studied by analyzing the symmetries of the
effective action. As the photons are massless, effective Lagrangian taking into account the
electromagnetic interaction has to be U(1) gauge invariant. Including the electromagnetic
interaction in the effective Lagrangian [10] we obtain an EFT which at the leading order
coincides with the WS model in unitary gauge where the scalar field is put equal to its
(constant) vacuum expectation value.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II an EFT of two charged massive vector
bosons is considered. Section III deals with charged and neutral massive vector bosons. In
section IV an EFT including interaction with massless fermions is analyzed. In section V
the symmetries of the effective action and the perturbative renormalizability in the sense of
3
EFT are discussed. Section VI contains the summary and general considerations.
II. EFT OF CHARGED VECTOR BOSONS
A. Lagrangian
Let us start with a system of two self-interacting charged massive vector bosons V ±µ =
(V 1µ ∓ iV 2µ )/
√
2 described by the most general effective Lagrangian respecting Lorentz in-
variance and charge conservation. The effective Lagrangian contains an infinite number of
terms. We assume that the coupling constants with different mass dimensions are not cor-
related and couplings with negative mass dimensions are suppressed by some scale which is
much larger than the energies in which we are interested. Below we treat only interaction
terms with dimensionless coupling constants starting with the Lagrangian
LA = L2 + L4, (1)
where L2 is the free part and L4 contains all interaction terms with dimensionless coupling
constants. The free part is given by
L2 = −1
4
V aµνV
aµν +
M2
2
V aµ V
aµ, (2)
where V aµν = ∂µV
a
ν − ∂νV aµ , M is the mass of vector bosons and the summation over a from
1 to 2 is implied. The interaction terms with dimensionless coupling constants involve four
vector fields and have the form
L4 = −habcdV aµ V bν V cµV dν , (3)
where habcd (a, b, c, d = 1, 2) are real parameters. Taking into account the charge conservation
these coupling constants can be written as
h1111 = h2222 =
d1 + d2
4
,
h1112 = −h1121 − h1211 − h2111,
h1122 = d2 − h2112 − h1221 − h2211,
h1212 =
1
2
(
d1 − d2 − 2 h2121
)
,
h2122 = −h1222 − h2212 − h2221. (4)
where h1121, h1211, h1221, h1222, h2111, h2112, h2121, h2211, h2212, h2221 are free parameters and
all other coupling constants vanish. The Lagrangian depends only on d1 and d2.
B. Quantization
To quantize the above theory of massive vector fields we use the canonical formalism
following Ref. [11]. The canonical momenta conjugated to the fields V a0 and V
a
i are defined
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as
πa0 =
∂LA
∂V˙ a0
= 0 , (5)
πai =
∂LA
∂V˙ ai
= V a0i. (6)
The velocities V˙ a0 cannot be solved from Eq. (5), i.e. we obtain the primary constraints
φa1 = π
a
0 . (7)
On the other hand, from Eq. (6) we solve
V˙ ai = π
a
i + ∂iV
a
0 . (8)
Next we construct the so-called total Hamiltonian density:
H1 = φa1za +H , (9)
where
H = π
a
i π
a
i
2
+ πai ∂iV
a
0 +
1
4
V aijV
a
ij −
M2
2
V aµ V
aµ + habcdV aµ V
b
ν V
cµV dν . (10)
In Eq. (9) za are arbitrary functions which have to be determined.
The primary constraints must be conserved in time. Therefore we calculate the Poisson
brackets of φa1 with the Hamiltonian
H1 =
∫
d3xH1(x), (11)
and obtain
{φa1, H1} = ∂iπai +M2V a0 −
(
habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba
)
V bµV
c
0 V
dµ ≡ φa2 = 0, a = 1, 2. (12)
None of the zb can be solved from Eq. (12) and therefore φa2 are the secondary constraints.
They also must be conserved in time and to obtain the right number of degrees of freedom
for massive vector bosons, the za have to be solvable from this condition. If this is the case
then no more constraints occur and the Lagrangian describes the system with constraints
of the second class.
Demanding the conservation of φa2 in time we obtain two linear equations for the z
a,
{φa2, H1} =Mabzb + Y a ≈ 0, a = 1, 2, (13)
where the 2× 2 matrix M is given by
Mab = M2δab + (hacbd + hcadb + hbcad + hdbca) V ci V di − (habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba
+ hadcb + hdabc + hcdab + hbcda + hacbd + hcadb + hbcad + hdbca)V c0 V
d
0 , (14)
and the Y a are some functions of the fields and conjugated momenta, the particular form
of which is not important in the following discussion. If the determinant of M vanishes
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for some values of the fields, then the za cannot be determined and additional constraints
have to be imposed [11]. This would correspond to a wrong number of degrees of freedom.
This problem, in its various appearances, is known as the Johnson-Sudarshan [12] and the
Velo-Zwanziger [13] problem. To obtain a self-consistent field theory we demand that detM
does not vanish. Below we analyze the necessary conditions for the non-vanishing of the
detM. To simplify the calculations we calculate detM for some fixed field configurations.
For the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V ai V
b
i = V
2
0 = 0
the determinant reads[
(d1 + d2)(V
1
0 )
2 −M2] [3(d1 + d2)(V 10 )2 −M2] . (15)
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary V 10 we obtain
d1 + d2 ≤ 0 . (16)
For the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V 2i V
2
i = V
1
i V
2
i = V
a
0 = 0 (17)
the determinant has the form[
M2 + (d1 + d2)V
1
i V
1
i
] [
M2 + (d1 − d2) V 1i V 1i
]
. (18)
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary V 1i V
1
i we obtain
d1 + d2 ≥ 0 , d1 − d2 ≥ 0. (19)
From Eqs. (16) and (19) follows that
d2 = −d1 , d1 ≥ 0 . (20)
Taking into account Eq. (20) the determinant reads
M4 + 2 d1M
2
(
V 1i V
1
i + V
2
i V
2
i
)− 4 d21 [(V 1i V 2i )2 − V 1i V 1i V 2i V 2i ] . (21)
This expression does not vanish for any field configurations for non-negative d1.
We proceed with the quantization and obtain after somewhat involved but rather straight-
forward calculations the following generating functional
Z[{Jaµ}] =
∫
DV D cD c¯Dλ ei
∫
d4x (Leff+JaµV aµ ), (22)
where
Leff = LA − M
2
2
λaλa − 1
2
(habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba)λaV bi λ
cV di
+
1
2
(habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba + hadcb + hdabc + hcdab + hbcda
+ hacbd + hcadb + hbcad + hdbca)V c0 V
d
0 λ
aλb
− habcd (8 V a0 λbλcλd − 3 λaλbλcλd)+M2 c¯aca + 4hbdac V ci V di c¯acb
− (habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba + hadcb + hdabc + hcdab + hbcda + hacbd + hcadb
+ hbcad + hdbca)(V c0 V
d
0 − λcV d0 − V c0 λd + λcλd) c¯bca (23)
and the Lagrangian LA is given by Eqs. (1), (2), and (3).
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C. Perturbative renormalizability
To renormalize an EFT to all orders in loop expansion the effective Lagrangian can be
considered as a Taylor series expansion in derivatives acting on fields. Divergences are
absorbed order-by-order in this expansion. In the Language of Feynman diagrams this
means that the vertex functions are expanded in powers of momenta and the divergences
are absorbed in fields and parameters of the Lagrangian order-by-order in this expansion.
Let us analyze (some of) the necessary conditions of perturbative renormalizability of the
considered EFT of self-interacting massive vector bosons. We use the dimensional regular-
ization and perform calculations including one-loop order. The dimensional regularization
puts all power-law divergences equal to zero and parameterizes all logarithmic divergences.
As the λa, ca and c¯a fields do not have kinetic parts in Eq. (61), their contributions vanish
in perturbative calculations when the dimensional regularization is applied.
As there is no tree order contribution in the vertex function V 1V 1V 1V 1, we have to
demand that the divergent part of the corresponding one-loop contribution vanishes. Cal-
culating the one-loop diagrams contributing in V 1V 1V 1V 1 vertex function we obtain the
condition
d21 = 0. (24)
We conclude that in a self-consistent EFT of two self-interacting charged vector bosons all
interaction terms with dimensionless coupling constants vanish. It follows from the last
result, that a self-consistent EFT of charged vector bosons interacting with the electromag-
netic field does not exist. Indeed, including the electromagnetic interaction in standard way
and calculating the one-loop corrections (with virtual photons) to the V +V −V +V − vertex
function we obtain a divergent expression. As the corresponding tree order diagram does
not exist, one cannot get rid off this divergence.
III. EFT OF CHARGED AND NEUTRAL VECTOR BOSONS
A. Lagrangian
Next we consider a system of three self-interacting massive vector bosons described by
the most general effective Lagrangian respecting Lorentz invariance and charge conservation.
Two vector fields correspond to a pair of charged particles, V ±µ = (V
1
µ ∓ iV 2µ )/
√
2, and
the third component, V 3µ , is neutral. We again assume that the coupling constants with
different mass dimensions are not correlated and couplings with negative mass dimensions
are suppressed by some large scale. Here we treat only interaction terms with dimensionless
coupling constants. The considered effective Lagrangian can be written as
LB = L2 + L3 + L4, (25)
where L2 is the free Lagrangian, L3 and L4 contain interaction terms with three and four
vector bosons, respectively. The free Lagrangian is given by
L2 = −1
4
V aµνV
aµν +
M2a
2
V aµ V
aµ (26)
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where V aµν = ∂µV
a
ν − ∂νV aµ , Ma is the mass of a-th vector field (M1 = M2 = M), and the
summation over a from 1 to 3 is implied. The interaction Lagrangian with three vector fields
is of the form
L3 = −gabcV V aµ V bν ∂µV cν − gabcA ǫµναβV aµ V bν ∂αV cβ , (27)
where gabcV and g
abc
A (a, b, c = 1, 2, 3) are coupling constants.
Using the charge conservation the coupling constants can be expressed in terms of ten
real parameters,
g333V = g1, g
113
V = g2, g
123
V = −g3, g213V = g3,
g223V = g2, g
311
V = g4, g
321
V = −g5, g312V = g5,
g322V = g4, g
131
V = g6, g
231
V = −g7, g132V = g7,
g232V = g6 ,
g213A = −g123A = gA1,
g311A = g
322
A = −g131A = −g232A = gA2,
g312A = −g321A = −g132A = g231A = gA3 . (28)
All other constants vanish.
The interaction Lagrangian involving four vector fields has the form
L4 = −habcdV aµ V bν V cµV dν , (29)
where habcd (a, b, c, d = 1, 2, 3) are real coupling constants which, using the charge conserva-
tion, can be written as
h1111 = h2222 =
d1 + d2
4
,
h1112 = −h1121 − h1211 − h2111,
h1122 = d2 − h2112 − h1221 − h2211,
h1212 =
1
2
(
d1 − d2 − 2 h2121
)
,
h1323 = −h2313 − h3132 − h3231,
h2122 = −h1222 − h2212 − h2221,
h2323 =
1
2
(
d4 − 2 h3232
)
,
h3113 =
1
2
[
d3 − 2
(
h1133 + h1331 + h3311
)]
,
h3223 =
1
2
[
d3 − 2
(
h2233 + h2332 + h3322
)]
,
h3123 = −h1233 − h1332 − h2133 − h2331 − h3213 − h3312 − h3321,
h3131 =
1
2
(
d4 − 2 h1313
)
,
h3333 = d5 . (30)
where h1121, h1133, h1211, h1221, h1222, h1233, h1313, h1331, h1332, h2111, h2112, h2121, h2133, h2211,
h2212, h2221, h2233, h2313, h2331, h2332, h3132, h3231, h3213, h3232, h3311, h3312, h3321, h3322 are
free parameters and all other coupling constants vanish. The Lagrangian depends only on
d1, · · · , d5.
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B. Quantization
As above, to quantize the considered theory we use the canonical formalism following
Ref. [11]. The analysis below is similar to the one of Ref. [5], with the difference that
in Ref. [5] the parity conservation has been taken as an input. The canonical momenta
conjugated to the fields V a0 and V
a
i are defined as
πa0 =
∂LB
∂V˙ a0
= −gbcaV V b0 V c0 , (31)
πai =
∂LB
∂V˙ ai
= V a0i + g
bca
V V
b
0 V
c
i + g
bca
A ǫ
ijk0V bj V
c
k . (32)
The velocities V˙ a0 cannot be solved from Eq. (31), i.e. we obtain the primary constraints
φa1 = π
a
0 + g
bca
V V
b
0 V
c
0 . (33)
On the other hand, from Eq. (32) we solve
V˙ ai = π
a
i + ∂iV
a
0 − gbcaV V b0 V ci − gbcaA ǫijk0V bj V ck . (34)
Next we construct the so-called total Hamiltonian density:
H1 = φa1za +H , (35)
where
H = π
a
i π
a
i
2
+ πai ∂iV
a
0 +
1
4
V aijV
a
ij −
M2a
2
V aµ V
aµ − gabcV V a0 V bi πci − gabcA ǫijk0V aj V bk πci
− gabcV V a0 V bi ∂iV c0 − gabcV V ai V b0 ∂iV c0 + gabcV V ai V bj ∂iV cj +
1
2
gabcV g
a′b′c
V V
a
0 V
b
i V
a′
0 V
b′
i
+
1
2
gbcaA g
b′c′a
A ǫ
ijk0ǫij
′k′0 V bj V
b′
j′ V
c
k V
c′
k′ + g
abc
A g
b′c′c
V ǫ
ijk0 V aj V
b
k V
b′
0 V
c′
i
+ gabcA ǫ
ijk0V a0 V
b
j ∂iV
c
k − gabcA ǫijk0V aj V b0 ∂iV ck + habcdV aµ V bν V cµV dν . (36)
In Eq. (35) za are arbitrary functions which have to be determined.
To demand the conservation of the primary constraints in time we calculate the Poisson
brackets of φa1 with the Hamiltonian
H1 =
∫
d3xH1(x) , (37)
and obtain
{φa1, H1} =
(
gbcaV + g
cba
V − gacbV − gcabV
)
V c0 z
b + ∂iπ
a
i + g
abc
V V
b
i π
c
i +
(
gabcV + g
bac
V
)
V bi ∂iV
c
0
− gbcaV ∂i
(
V b0 V
c
i
)− gcbaV ∂i (V b0 V ci )+M2aV a0 − gabcV ga′b′cV V bi V a′0 V b′i
− ga′bcA gac
′c
V ǫ
ijk0 V a
′
j V
b
k V
c′
i − gabcA ǫijk0V bj ∂iV ck + gbacA ǫijk0V bj ∂iV ck
− (habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba)V bµV c0 V dµ ≡ Aabzb + χa, a = 1, 2, 3. (38)
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Using Eq. (28), defining γ1 = g5 + g7 and γ2 = g4 + g6 − 2g2, the matrix A is given by
A =

 0 −2γ1V
3
0 γ2V
1
0 − γ1V 20
2γ1V
3
0 0 γ1V
1
0 + γ2V
2
0
−(γ2V 10 − γ1V 20 ) −(γ1V 10 + γ2V 20 ) 0

 . (39)
The determinant of A vanishes and therefore the system of equations
Aabzb = −χa (40)
can be satisfied only if the right-hand sides satisfy the secondary constraint
φ2 = χ
1 (γ1V
1
0 + γ2V
2
0 ) + χ
2 (γ1V
2
0 − γ2V 10 )− χ3 2γ1 V 30 = 0 . (41)
Let us consider Eq. (40) for the case where at least one of γ1 or γ2 does not vanish. For
non-vanishing V 10 and/or V
2
0 we obtain
z1 =
χ3 + γ1z
2 V 10 + γ2 z
2V 20
γ1 V 20 − γ2 V 10
,
z3 =
χ1 + 2 γ1 z
2 V 30
γ2 V
1
0 − γ1 V 20
(42)
and z2 can be solved from the time conservation of the constraint of φ2, {φ2, H1} = 0.
However, in this case we obtain a wrong number of constraints of the second class [14] for
our system of three massive vector fields - four instead of six. Therefore for a self-consistent
theory we have to require
g7 = −g5 , 2g2 = g4 + g6 . (43)
In this case none of the zb can be solved from Eq. (38) and
{φa1, H1} = ∂iπai + gabcV V bi πci +
(
gabcV + g
bac
V
)
V bi ∂iV
c
0 − gbcaV ∂i
(
V b0 V
c
i
)− gcbaV ∂i (V b0 V ci )+M2aV a0
− gabcV ga
′b′c
V V
b
i V
a′
0 V
b′
i − ga
′bc
A g
ac′c
V ǫ
ijk0 V a
′
j V
b
k V
c′
i − gabcA ǫijk0V bj ∂iV ck + gbacA ǫijk0V bj ∂iV ck
− (habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba)V bµV c0 V dµ ≡ φa2, a = 1, 2, 3, (44)
are the secondary constraints. They also must be conserved in time and the za have to
be solvable from this condition. If this is the case then no more constraints occur and the
Lagrangian describes the system with the right number of constraints of the second class.
Demanding the conservation of φa2 in time and taking Eq. (43) into account, we obtain a
system of three linear equations for the za,
{φa2, H1} =Mabzb + Y a = 0, a = 1, 2, 3, (45)
where the 3× 3 matrix M is given by
Mab = M2a δab −
(
gbcaV + g
cba
V
)
∂iV
c
i − [gaceV gbdeV −
(
hacbd + hcadb + hbcad + hdbca
)
]V ci V
d
i
− (habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba + hadcb + hdabc + hcdab + hbcda + hacbd + hcadb
+ hbcad + hdbca)V c0 V
d
0 , (46)
and the particular form of Y a is not important in the following discussion. As in the above
case of two charged vector bosons, to obtain a self-consistent field theory we demand that
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detM does not vanish. Again, we calculate detM only for some fixed field configurations
starting with the configurations satisfying the conditions
V ai V
b
i = V
a
0 = ∂iV
1
i = ∂iV
2
i = 0.
The corresponding determinant reads
(
M2 − 2 g2 ∂iV 3i
)2 (
M23 − 2 g1 ∂iV 3i
)
.
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary ∂iV
3
i we obtain
g1 = g2 = 0 . (47)
Next we consider the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V ai V
b
i = V
2
0 = V
1
0 = 0
and obtain the determinant
[
M2 − (d3 + d4) (V 30 )2
]2 [
M23 − 12 d5 (V 30 )2
]
.
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary V 30 we obtain
d3 + d4 ≤ 0 , d5 ≤ 0 . (48)
For the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V ai V
b
i = V
2
0 = V
3
0 = 0
the determinant reads
[
(d1 + d2)(V
1
0 )
2 −M2] [3(d1 + d2)(V 10 )2 −M2] [M23 − (d3 + d4)(V 10 )2] . (49)
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary V 10 we obtain
d1 + d2 ≤ 0 . (50)
Further we take the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V 1i V
1
i = V
1
i V
2
i = V
1
i V
3
i = V
2
i V
2
i = V
1
i V
2
i = V
2
i V
3
i = V
a
0 = 0 (51)
and obtain for the determinant
(
M23 + 4 d5 V
3
i V
3
i
) [
M2 +
(
d4 − g24 − g25
)
V 3i V
3
i
]2
.
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary V 3i V
3
i we obtain
d5 ≥ 0 , d4 ≥ g24 + g25. (52)
From Eqs. (48) and (52) follows that
d5 = 0 . (53)
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For the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V 1i V
3
i = V
2
i V
3
i = V
3
i V
3
i = V
2
i V
2
i = V
2
i V
3
i = V
1
i V
2
i = V
a
0 = 0 (54)
the determinant reads
[
M2 + (d1 + d2)V
1
i V
1
i
] [
M2 +
(
d1 − d2 − g23
)
V 1i V
1
i
] [
M23 +
(
d4 − g24 − g25
)
V 1i V
1
i
]
. (55)
Demanding the non-vanishing of the above expression for arbitrary V 1i V
1
i we obtain
d1 + d2 ≥ 0 , d1 − d2 ≥ g23. (56)
From Eqs. (50) and (56) follows that
d2 = −d1 , d1 ≥ g23/2 . (57)
Next, the field configurations satisfying the conditions
V ai V
b
i = 0, V
3
0 = V
2
0 , V
1
0 = 0
lead to the following expression of the determinant
[
(d3 + d4) (V
2
0 )
2 −M2] {[(d3 + d4) (V 20 )2 −M23 ]M2+(d3+d4) (V 20 )2 [M23 + 3(d3 + d4) (V 20 )2]}.
(58)
If d4 6= −d3 the above determinant vanishes for
(V 20 )
2 = −M
2 +M23 +
√
M4 + 14M23M
2 +M43
6 (d3 + d4)
.
Taking into account Eq. (48) we conclude that the following condition has to be satisfied
d4 = −d3 . (59)
It can be shown that no further constraints on couplings are imposed by demanding the
non-vanishing of detM (see appendix in Ref. [5]).
We proceed with the quantization and obtain the following generating functional
Z[{Jaµ}] =
∫
DV D cD c¯Dλ ei
∫
d4x (Leff+JaµV aµ ), (60)
where
Leff = LB − M
2
a
2
λaλa − 1
2
(
gacb + gcab
)
∂iV
c
i λ
aλb +
1
2
(gabegcde − habcd − hbadc − hcbad
− hdcba)λaV bi λcV di +
1
2
(habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba + hadcb + hdabc + hcdab + hbcda
+ hacbd + hcadb + hbcad + hdbca)V c0 V
d
0 λ
aλb + gbca∂0λ
aλbλc
− habcd (8 V a0 λbλcλd − 3 λaλbλcλd)+M2a c¯aca − (gacegbde − 4hbdac) V ci V di c¯acb
− (habcd + hbadc + hcbad + hdcba + hadcb + hdabc + hcdab + hbcda + hacbd + hcadb
+ hbcad + hdbca)(V c0 V
d
0 − λcV d0 − V c0 λd + λcλd) c¯bca (61)
and the Lagrangian LB is given by Eqs. (25)-(27), and (29).
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FIG. 1: One-loop contributions to the three-vector vertex function. The wiggly line corresponds
to the vector-meson.
C. Perturbative renormalizability
Below we analyze (some of) the necessary conditions of perturbative renormalizability
using the dimension regularization and performing calculations including one-loop order. As
the λa, ca and c¯a fields do not have kinetic parts in Eq. (61), their contributions vanish in
perturbative calculations when the dimensional regularization is applied.
We start with vertex functions of three vector-bosons shown in Fig. 1. For V 3V 3V 3
vertex function there is no tree order diagram, therefore the divergent part of the sum of
the corresponding one-loop diagrams has to vanish leading to the condition [15]
g4(3d3 + 5g
2
4 + 3g
2
5) = 0. (62)
Analogously to the above case we demand that the divergent part of the vertex function of
four vector-bosons V 3V 3V 3V 3 (shown in Fig. 2) vanishes. This leads to
15D21 + 384D1 g
2
A2 + 1280 g
4
A2 = 0 , (63)
where
D1 = −d3 − g25. (64)
It follows from Eqs. (52) and (59) that D1 is non-negative. Therefore Eq. (63) leads to
g4 = 0,
gA2 = 0,
d3 = −g25. (65)
Taking into account Eq. (65) and demanding that the divergent part of the one-loop con-
tribution in V 3V 3V 1V 1 vertex function has the same tensor structure as the tree-order
diagram, and hence can be absorbed in the renormalization of the corresponding coupling
constant, we obtain
g25
[
2( g3 + g5)
2M23 M
2 +
(
g3M
2
3 + g5M
2
)2
+ 8M2M23 (gA1 + gA3)
2
]
= 0 , (66)
It follows from Eq. (66) that
either M3 = M , g5 = −g3 , and gA3 = −gA1 or g5 = 0. (67)
Next, as there is no tree order contribution in the vertex function V 1V 1V 1V 1, we have to
demand that the divergent part of the corresponding one-loop contribution vanishes. This
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+ permutations
FIG. 2: One-loop contributions to the four-vector vertex function. The wiggly line corresponds to
the vector-meson.
gives, taking into account the values of d3 and g4 from Eq. (65),
60d21M
4
3M
4 + 8g33g5M
4
3
(
M23 −M2
)
M2 + g43M
4
3
(
M4 − 4M23M2 + 15M43
)
−4d1
[
M43
(
g23
(
3M4 − 2M23M2 + 5M43
)− 48M4 (gA1 + gA3) 2)+ 2g3g5M2 (M23 − 4M2)M43
+g25
(
5M4M43 − 2M6M23
)]
+ 5M4
[
16g25M
4
3 (gA1 + gA3)
2 + 32M43 (gA1 + gA3)
4
+g45
(
M4 + 2M43
)]
+ 4g23M
2
3M
4
[
g25
(
M23 −M2
)− 4M23 (gA1 + gA3) 2
]
+4g3g5M
2
3M
4
[
8M23 (gA1 + gA3)
2 + g25
(
M2 + 2M23
)]
= 0. (68)
From the first solution in Eq. (67) and from Eq. (68) we obtain
d1 = g
2
3/2, g5 = −g3, gA3 = −gA1, M3 =M. (69)
We also need to consider the second solution in Eq. (67), i.e. g5 = 0. For this case we
calculate the renormalization of the masses of vector bosons and obtain that the mass of
the neutral particle does not get renormalized, and for the charged particles we obtain an
infinite renormalization proportional to
6 d1M
4 − g23
(
M23M
2 −M43 +M4
)
+ 8(gA1 + gA3)
2M2
(
M23 +M
2
)
. (70)
If M = αM3, where α is a pure number, then the expression in Eq. (70) has to vanish
because M3 does not get renormalized. However the solution for d1 obtained from this
condition does not satisfy Eq. (68) for real values of α, g3 and gA1 + gA3. For the case when
α is not a pure number we obtain from Eq. (68)
d1 =
g23 (3M
4 − 2M23M2 + 5M43 )− 48M4 (gA1 + gA3) 2 ±
√
D
30M4
,
D = g43
(−6M8 + 48M23M6 − 191M43M4 − 20M63M2 + 25M83 )
− 96M8 (gA1 + gA3) 4 − 48g23
(
M4 − 4M23M2 + 10M43
)
M4 (gA1 + gA3)
2, (71)
which is not compatible with the assumption that parameters with different mass dimensions
are not correlated (because it relates the masses and dimensionless coupling constants).
Moreover, Eq. (71) leads to a highly algebraic condition for the renormalization of parameters
M , g3 and gA1 + gA3 which cannot be solved in perturbation theory.
Finally, all obtained relations among coupling constants and masses can be written as
gabcV = −g3 ǫabc ,
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gabcA = gA1 ǫ
abc ,
habcd =
1
4
gabeV g
cde
V ,
M1 = M2 = M3 = M . (72)
For the couplings in Eq. (72) the determinant of the matrix of Poisson brackets of con-
straints {φl, φl′} does not depend on fields, i.e. ghost fields completely decouple from vector
boson fields. The matrix Mab in Eq. (45) becomes M2δab, i.e. all za are solved for all field
configurations. Denoting g3 = g the effective Lagrangian of Eq. (61) can be written in a
compact form
Leff = LA = −1
4
GaµνG
aµν +
M2
2
V aµ V
aµ − gA1ǫabc ǫµναβV aµ V bν ∂αV cβ , (73)
where
Gaµν = V
a
µν − g ǫbcaV bµV cν . (74)
The last term in Eq. (73) can be written as a total derivative. As the Lagrangian contains
the mass term of the vector bosons, the contributions of the slowly decaying (instanton-
like) configurations to the path integral vanish, therefore the total derivative term can be
dropped. Unlike the massless standard Yang-Mills theory this term does not contribute in
physical quantities.
The final generating functional of the Green’s functions has the form
Z[{Jaµ}] =
∫
DV ei
∫
d4x(LA+JaµV aµ ) (75)
and leads to ”naive” Feynman rules.
IV. INCLUSION OF FERMIONS
In this section we include in the above considered EFT a doublet of massless fermions
interacting with vector bosons.
Taking into account the results of the previous section the most general Lagrangian of a
couple of (charged) fermion fields
Ψ =
(
ψu
ψd
)
(76)
interacting with vector fields can be written as
LF = −1
4
GaµνG
aµν +
M2
2
V aµ V
aµ + iΨ¯∂/Ψ+
1
2
Ψ¯
(
γµ T aV + γ
5γµ T aA
)
Ψ V aµ + · · · , (77)
where we have shown explicitly only terms containing interactions with dimensionless cou-
pling constants with T aA and T
a
V the matrices of axial vector and vector coupling constants.
These matrices can be written in terms of real parameters as follows
T 1V =
(
0 ρVud
ρVud 0
)
,
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T 2V =
(
0 −iρVud
iρVud 0
)
,
T 3V =
(
ρV3 + g
V
3 0
0 −ρV3 + gV3
)
,
T 1A =
(
0 ρAud e
iθAud
ρAud e
−iθAud 0
)
,
T 2A =
(
0 −iρAud eiθAud
iρAud e
−iθAud 0
)
,
T 3A =
(
ρA3 + g
A
3 0
0 −ρA3 + gA3
)
, (78)
where the phase of the non-diagonal vector coupling has been excluded by redefining the ψu
and ψd fields.
It is straightforward to quantize the leading order Lagrangian of Eq. (77) of massive
vector fields interacting with fermions using the canonical formalism of Ref. [11]. The
resulting generating functional of Green’s functions leads to ”naive” Feynman rules with
ghost fields decoupled from the fermion and vector boson fields.
Analogously to the previous section below we analyze the conditions of perturbative
renormalizability to one-loop order. First we calculate the divergent part of the fermion
loop contribution to the vector boson self-energy and obtain
Πµνab,div = −
2λ¯
3
2∑
i,j=1
[(
p2gµν − pµpν) (T aV,ji T bV,ij + T aA,jiT bA,ij)
]
, (79)
where λ¯ ∼ 1
n−4
parameterizes the divergence with n the number of space-time dimensions.
From Eq. (79) we obtain the renormalization factors for vector boson fields.
Next, calculating the fermion loop contributions to the divergent parts of vertex func-
tions and demanding that the fermion loop contributions in V 1V 2V 3 and V 1V 2V 1V 2 vertex
functions lead to the same renormalization of the coupling g we obtain the following equation
g2
[
(gA3 )
2 + (gV3 )
2
]
+
[
gρA3 − 4ρAud ρVud cos(θAud)
]2
+
[
g ρV3 − 2
(
(ρAud)
2 + (ρVud)
2
)]2
= 0 . (80)
From Eq. (80) we deduce that:
gV3 = g
A
3 = 0,
ρA3 =
4 ρAud ρ
V
ud cos(θ
A
ud)
g
,
ρV3 =
2
[
(ρAud)
2 + (ρVud)
2
]
g
. (81)
Next condition is obtained by demanding that the fermion loop contributions to V 1V 1V 3V 3
and V 1V 2V 1V 2 vertex functions lead to the same renormalization of the coupling g. Using
Eq. (81) we are lead to
16[(ρAud)
6 + 9(ρAud)
4(ρVud)
2 + 9(ρAud)
2(ρVud)
4 + (ρVud)
6] + 8(ρAud)
2(ρVud)
2 cos(2 θAud)[12(ρ
A
ud)
2
+12(ρVud)
2 − g2] + g4 [(ρAud)2 + (ρVud)2]− 8 g2 [(ρAud)4 + 5(ρAud)2(ρVud)2 + (ρVud)4] = 0. (82)
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Next we calculate the one-loop contributions in the fermion self-energy and in the V Ψ¯Ψ
vertex function. We find that the divergent part of the self-energy diagram, contributing in
the fermion field renormalization, vanishes. Divergent part of the vertex diagram, contribut-
ing in the renormalization of couplings in Eq. (78) also vanishes. Hence the renormalization
of these coupling constants is given by renormalization factors of the vector boson fields.
By taking into account Eq. (81) and writing the remaining bare parameters as
g = gR + δg,
ρAud = ρ
A
udR + δρ
A
ud,
ρVud = ρ
V
udR + δρ
V
ud,
θAud = θ
A
udR + δθ
A
ud, (83)
and demanding that the renormalization of vertices γµ T 1V + γ
5γµ T 1A and γ
µ T 3V + γ
5γµ T 3A
are consistent with each other we obtain:
δρAud =
λ¯
6
ρAudR
[(
ρAudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)2]
,
δρVud =
λ¯
6
ρVudR
[(
ρAudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)2]
,
δθAud = 0. (84)
In deriving Eq. (84) the value for the one-loop order counter term
δg1 =
λ¯
3 gR
{
g2R
[(
ρAudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)2]− 2 [(ρAudR)4 + 4 (ρAudR)2 (ρVudR)2 + (ρVudR)4
]
− 4 (ρAudR)2 (ρVudR)2 cos(2 θAudR)
}
, (85)
obtained from the direct calculation, has been taken into account.
Equation (82) implies conditions on renormalized as well as on bare parameters. Demand-
ing that the renormalized couplings and counter-terms both comply with these conditions
and taking into account Eq. (84) we obtain two restrictions on couplings:
g4R
[
−
((
ρAudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)2)]
+ 8
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)2
cos(2 θAudR)
[
g2R − 12
((
ρAudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)2)]
+8g2R
[(
ρAudR
)4
+ 5
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)4]
−16
[(
ρAudR
)6
+ 9
(
ρAudR
)4 (
ρVudR
)2
+ 9
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)4
+
(
ρVudR
)6]
= 0,
5g4R
(
ρAudR
)4
+ 10g4R
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)2
+ 5g4R
(
ρVudR
)4
+ 16
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)2
cos(2 θAudR)
×
[
8
(
3
(
ρAudR
)4
+ 8
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)2
+ 3
(
ρVudR
)4)− 3g2R
((
ρAudR
)2
+
(
ρVudR
)2)]
−40g2R
(
ρAudR
)6 − 232g2R (ρAudR)4 (ρVudR)2 − 232g2R (ρAudR)2 (ρVudR)4 − 40g2R (ρVudR)6
+32
(
ρAudR
)4 (
ρVudR
)4
cos(4 θAudR) + 80
(
ρAudR
)8
+ 768
(
ρAudR
)6 (
ρVudR
)2
+ 80
(
ρVudR
)8
+1600
(
ρAudR
)4 (
ρVudR
)4
+ 768
(
ρAudR
)2 (
ρVudR
)6
= 0. (86)
These two equations admit several solutions for ρAudR, ρ
R
udR couplings and the angle θ
A
udR,
which result in the following final expressions for the matrices of couplings:
T aA = 0, T
a
V = 0, (87)
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T aA = 0, T
a
V = g
τa
2
, (88)
T aA = 0, T
1
V = −g
τ 1
2
, T 2V = −g
τ 2
2
, T 3V = g
τ 3
2
, (89)
T 1A = g
τ 1
2
, T 2A = g
τ 2
2
, T 3A = 0, T
1
V = 0, T
2
V = 0, T
3
V = g
τ 3
2
, (90)
T 1A = −g
τ 1
2
, T 2A = −g
τ 2
2
, T 3A = 0, T
1
V = 0, T
2
V = 0, T
3
V = g
τ 3
2
, (91)
T aA = ±g
τa
4
, T aV = g
τa
4
. (92)
By changing the overall phase of fermion fields the case (89) reduces to (88). By defining
the new fermion field ψ′u = ±γ5ψu the cases (90) and (91) (respectively to the sign in
new fermion field) are reduced to (88). Further, by defining ψ′u,d = γ5ψu,d the first case in
Eq. (92), i.e. with positive sign, reduces to the second one, i.e. with negative sign. Thus for
the most general interaction of vector bosons with a couple of massless fermions finally we
obtain three possibilities
T aA = 0, T
a
V = 0, (93)
T aA = 0, T
a
V = g
τa
2
, (94)
T aA = −g
τa
4
, T aV = g
τa
4
. (95)
For an interacting parity non-conserving theory we are left with V −A structure of the cou-
plings specified by Eq. (95). Thus, finally we obtain an SU(2)L locally invariant Lagrangian
LF = −1
2
Tr [GµνG
µν ] +M2 Tr [VµV
µ] + i Ψ¯LD/ΨL + i Ψ¯R∂/ΨR, (96)
where
Dµ = ∂µ − i gVµ,
ΨL =
1− γ5
2
Ψ,
ΨR =
1 + γ5
2
Ψ,
Vµ = t
aV aµ , t
a =
τa
2
,
Gµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ − i g [Vµ, Vν ] . (97)
The local symmetry of the Lagrangian in Eq. (96) is only broken by an SU(2) globally
invariant mass term of vector bosons.
V. MORE FERMIONS AND RENORMALIZABILITY
It is extremely complicated to include more fermions in the analysis of the previous
section, especially if the masses and mixing of the fermions are also taken into account.
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Instead, motivated by the obtained results let us consider an EFT Lagrangian of massive
Yang-Mills vector fields interacting with fermions given by
L = −1
2
Tr [GµνG
µν ] +M2 Tr [VµV
µ] + ds [∂µshf − shfVµ]
[
∂µs†fh − V µs†fh
]
+ i ψ¯fLD/ψ
f
L + i ψ¯
h
R ∂/ψ
h
R − ψ¯hR shfψfL − ψ¯fL s†fhψhR + L1(ψhR, ψfL, Bµ, s) , (98)
where the summation over f runs from 1 to N , corresponding to left doublets, and the
summation over h runs from 1 to 2N corresponding to right singlets, shf is an external
N × N matrix field and L1 stands for an infinite number of terms involving more fields
and/or derivatives, i.e. terms with dimension-full coupling constants. These terms are such
that the Lagrangian of Eq. (98), except the mass term of the vector bosons, would be
invariant under local transformations
Vµ(x) → Ω(x)Vµ(x)Ω−1(x) + Ω(x)∂µΩ−1(x) ,
ψ¯fL(x) → ψ¯fL(x)Ω−1(x) ,
ψfL(x) → Ω(x)ψfL(x) ,
ψ¯hR(x) → ψ¯hR(x) ,
ψhR(x) → ψhR(x) , (99)
if we also transformed the external field matrix shf in the following way
shf → shfΩ−1(x). (100)
Note that the effective lagrangian also includes the derivatives of the shf matrix, which vanish
for the case of constant shf corresponding to the actual physical case, but give non-trivial
contributions under transformations of Eq. (100).
The Lagrangian of Eq. (98) defines a self-consistent renomalizable EFT which, for the
appropriate choice of N and the external matrix field as the constant matrix of fermion
masses and mixing parameters, coincides with the SU(2) part of the WS model in unitary
gauge with the scalar field put equal to its vacuum expectation value.
To investigate the renormalizability of the EFT given by the Lagrangian of Eq. (98),
let us add a ”mass term” of the external filed σ2Tr(s†s), where σ is a constant parameter,
and consider shf as a dynamical field. Generating functional for Green’s functions in the
obtained massive Yang-Mills theory has the form
Z[Jaµ, Is, ξ, ξ¯] =
∫
DsDV DψDψ¯ ei
∫
d4x [L(x)+JaµV aµ +Iss+ξRψ¯R+ξ¯RψR+ξLψ¯L+ξ¯LψL] . (101)
To investigate the symmetries of the effective action, following Refs. [17, 18], we make change
of variables by performing an infinitesimal gauge transformation of in Eq. (101)
Baµ(x) → V aµ (x) + g fabcV bµ (x)φc(x) + ∂µφa(x) ,
ψ¯fL(x) → ψ¯fL(x)− i g ψ¯fL(x) ta φa ,
ψfL(x) → ψfL(x) + i g ta ψfL(x)φa(x) ,
ψ¯hR(x) → ψ¯hR(x) ,
ψhR(x) → ψhR(x) ,
shf(x) → shf(x)− i g shf(x) ta φa, (102)
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where φa(x) are arbitrary infinitesimal functions.
The change of variables does not change the generating functional Z[Jaµ , ξ, ξ¯]. The mea-
sure is invariant under transformations of Eq. (102) up to the anomalous terms which cancel
each other if the fermion content of the effective Lagrangian is the same as in the SW model,
i.e. the equal number of quark and lepton generations are included with right quantum num-
bers. The action in Eq. (101) is also invariant up to the mass term of vector bosons and the
terms involving external sources Jµ, Is, ξL and ξ¯L. Thus we obtain∫
DsDV DψDψ¯ exp i
{∫
d4x
[L(x) + JaµV aµ + Iss+ ξRψ¯R + ξ¯RψR + ξLψ¯L + ξ¯LψL]
}
×
∫
d4z
[
−M2V cµ(z)∂µφc(z)− Jcµ(z)∂µφc(z)− g fabcJaµ(z) V bµ (z)φc(z)
+i g Is(z) s(z) t
cφc(z) + i g ξL(z) ψ¯L(z) t
cφc(z)− i g ξ¯L(z) tcψL(z)φc(z)
]
= 0 . (103)
Equation (103) can be rewritten as
∫
d4z
[δΓ[V, s, ψ¯L,R, ψL,R]
δV cµ (z)
∂µφ
c(z) + g fabc
δΓ[V, s, ψ¯L,R, ψL,R]
δV aµ (z)
< V bµ (z) >S φ
c(z)
−i g δΓ[V, s, ψ¯L,R, ψL,R]
δs
< s(z) >S t
cφc(z)− i g δΓ[V, s, ψ¯L,R, ψL,R]
δψ¯L(z)
< ψ¯(z) >S t
cφc(z)
+i g
δΓ[V, s, ψ¯L,R, ψL,R]
δψL(z)
tc < ψ(z) >S φ
c(z)−M2 < V cµ(z) >S ∂µφc(z)
]
= 0, (104)
where
Z[J, I, ξ¯, ξ] < O(z) >S =
∫
DsDV DψDψ¯ O(z) exp i
{∫
d4x
[
L(x) + JaµV aµ
+ Iss+ ξRψ¯R + ξ¯RψR + ξLψ¯L + ξ¯LψL
]}
(105)
and Γ[V, s, ψ¯L,R, ψL,R] is the effective action.
It follows from Eq. (104) that the variation of the effective action under gauge transfor-
mations is equal to the variation of the globally invariant mass term of vector bosons. Hence
the effective action is gauge invariant if we drop the mass term, exactly as for the effective
Lagrangian. Divergences of all loop diagrams generated by a local Lagrangian of any quan-
tum field theory can be subtracted systematically by using the Zimmerman’s forest formula.
These subtractions can be generated by including corresponding local counter terms in the
Lagrangian (see e.g. Ref. [19]). Due to the symmetries of the effective action all counter
terms in our effective field theoretical model satisfy the constraints of gauge invariance. As
the effective Lagrangian contains all terms which are invariant under gauge transformations,
all these counter terms can be absorbed by redefining corresponding parameters and fields
of the effective Lagrangian [1].
We are not interested in a theory with dynamical s(x) fields. However, the N -point
Green’s functions of vector bosons and fermions of our EFT model with constant external
field s correspond to the (multiple) sum of the N + k-point Green’s functions of the EFT
with dynamical s(x). All of these N + k-point Green’s functions do not contain internal
lines corresponding to s(x) field and the first N legs correspond to the same vector boson
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and fermion fields as in the N -point Green’s functions which we are interested in. The
rest k legs correspond to the s(x) field with vanishing momenta for these legs. From these
considerations we conclude that our EFT model Lagrangian which is obtained from Eq. (98)
by replacing the dynamical s(x) by the constant matrix is renormalizable in the sense of
EFT.
Constant matrix s can be diagonalized in a standard way, leading to the masses of
fermions and the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskava mixing matrix [20, 21]. To include the elec-
tromagnetic interaction, we need to add a massless vector field by demanding an exact U(1)
local gauge invariance of the resulting theory. This is because it is assumed that the photons
are exactly massless. The physical photon and the Z-boson fields are obtained by mixing
the additional U(1) vector field and V 3µ [10]. Leading order of the final effective Lagrangian
coincides with the Weinberg-Salam model in which the scalar field is replaced by its vacuum
expectation value.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
This work is an attempt to probe the following question: based on the modern un-
derstanding of quantum field theories what kind of theory of weak interaction would we
construct if it did not exist yet?
Weak interaction is mediated by massive vector bosons. While a Lorentz invariant local
QFT of massles vector particles has to be (locally) gauge invariant, for massive vector bosons
there is no reason to assume local gauge symmetry. Renormalizability in the traditional
sense, which lead to a theory of electro-weak interactions with a spontaneously broken
gauge symmetry, is replaced by renormalizybility in the sense of effective field theories.
However this model describes the experimental data with impressive accuracy. Is there
any explanation for this (seeming?) logical mismatch? These considerations motivate to
re-examine the underlying principles of the Weinberg-Salam model.
In trying to probe the problem formulated above we analyzed the most general Lorentz in-
variant EFT of massive vector bosons. The effective Lagrangian contains an infinite number
of interaction terms. We assumed that all interactions with couplings of negative mass-
dimensions are suppressed by powers of some scale which is much larger than the charac-
teristic energy scale of problems to which we apply the considered EFT. Massive vector
bosons are spin one particles and therefore they have to be described by Lagrangians with
constraints. This implies that the coupling constants of the effective Lagrangian satisfy
some non-trivial relations. Furthermore, demanding the perturbative renormalizability in
the sense of EFT additional consistency conditions are imposed. As a result we are left with
SU(2) locally invariant Lagrangian up to the globally invariant mass term of vector bosons.
Next we introduced a doublet of massless fermions in the above EFT and demanded the
perturbative renormalizability in the sense of EFT. As a result we obtained a leading or-
der effective Lagrangian which is locally invariant up to the globally invariant vector boson
mass term. The symmetry group is either SU(2), i.e. vector bosons interact with vector
current, or SU(2)L, i.e. vector bosons interact with vector minus axial vector currents.
Parity non-conservation suggests that for the weak interaction the SU(2)L locally invariant
Lagrangian should be chosen. As a self-consistent UV completion of the obtained leading
order effective Lagrangian we considered an SU(2)L locally invariant EFT and introduced
the fermion masses and mixing by considering them as external fields. By including in the
effective Lagrangian all terms which are invariant under local transformations, when the
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external fields are also transformed, and after choosing the external fields to be equal to
the constant fermion mass matrix we obtained an perturbatively renormalizable EFT. The
electromagnetic interaction can be included in the effective Lagrangian following Ref. [10]
taking into account that as the photons are massless, the corresponding effective Lagrangian
has to be U(1) gauge invariant. The leading order part of the final effective Lagrangian co-
incides with the WS model in unitary gauge with the scalar field put equal to its constant
vacuum expectation value.
Perturbative unitarity is often appealed as a strong argument against the theories of mas-
sive vector bosons without spontaneous symmetry breaking. While the perturbation theory
is a powerful tool in quantum field theories, some conclusions drawn from perturbative ar-
guments might be completely misleading. For example, if there was an exact contribution
g/(1 + g2s/M2) in some physical amplitude/cross section, it would vanish for large s, while
the perturbative expansion g − g3s/M2 + · · · suggests that given physical quantity diverges
strongly for large s. At sufficiently high energies the perturbative unitarity is broken in any
EFT, including the standard model treated as a leading order approximation to the corre-
sponding EFT. Note that the breakdown of the perturbative unitarity does not necessarily
mean that new degrees of freedom should be included in the theory at breakdown scale. For
example, this could be an indication that resonant states appear. Another possible scenario
of the restoration of unitarity could be provided by classicalization [22–24].
To conclude, the Weinberg-Salam model does such a good job in describing the available
experimental data because the most general self-consistent (parity non-conserving) leading
order EFT Lagrangian of massive vector bosons interacting with fermions and electromag-
netic field looks like as if it was an SU(2)L×U(1) gauge invariant theory with spontaneous
symmetry breaking taken in unitary gauge and the scalar field substituted with its vacuum
expectation value. The results of the present work imply that it is natural to expect that
the Higgs particle will not be discovered despite the preliminary claims that the mass ∼ 125
GeV is favored by LHC data [25–28].
One might object: even if the logic of the current work is correct it certainly contradicts
the various precision experimental tests of the standard model. However it does not! The
fact that the Weinberg-Salam model agrees with available experimental data means that
the couplings of ”non-renormalizable” interactions are suppressed by some large scale and
their effects will show up only at sufficiently high energies (the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the muon might be the first messenger of such terms). This is similar to QED -
despite its extremely good accuracy in describing the experimental data, QED is only the
leading order approximation to an EFT in which the coupling constants of higher-order
”non-renormalizable’ terms are suppressed by some very large scale [1].
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